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HAPPY CHANUKAH TO ALL 

 

Chanukah is December 17 - 24.   

The first candle is lit on Tuesday evening  

December 16. 

 

   

 

See fun recipe below for  Grilled Cheese Latkes! 
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PLEASE JOIN US FOR 

SERVICES 
 

Friday  
December 12, 2014 

7:30 PM 
 
 

Torah Portion 
Vayeshev 

(Genesis 37:1 - 40:23 ) 
 

Haftorah 
Amos 2:6 - 3:8 

Saturday 
December 13, 2014 

10:00 AM - 12:00 Noon 
RABBI'S STUDY CLASS  

 
 
 

Please help us create a 
special atmosphere by not 
using electronic devices 

(phones, cameras, games 
etc) in or around the 

synagogue on Shabbat  
 and Holidays. 

   

 

YAHRZEITS FOR 

NEXT WEEK 

 

These names will be read at 
services on December 12. 
2014 

 

  
Henrietta Schocat 



A CHANUKAH MESSAGE  

 

 The Rabbis told us that there are 70 facets to the Torah.  In 
other words, we each see and interpret the Text and narrative 
according to our own reference points and our experiences. As 
an expression of this principle I often say, during our Shabbat 
morning Torah study sessions, that each of us has his or her 
own Torah to share with the world.  In this context, when I say 
"Torah" I am not referring to the holy Text per se, but to how we 
interpret that Text and how we apply it to our lives.  The notion 
is that while the commentary of our great sages of old is often 
brilliant, we don't end the interpretation with them.  Indeed, what 
I, or you, say today is as important, and pertinent, as the older 
commentary. 
  
It is for this reason that I love when you share your thoughts 
with me, and why I love to share those thoughts with 
others.  Below is Bonnie Farin's piece of Torah on the 
Menorah.  It is poignant, beautiful, and a gorgeous example of 
how to take an ancient tradition and make it contemporary, 
personal, and intensely meaningful.  Read it, enjoy it, and use it 
as inspiration for you to share your Torah with me. 
  
Rabbi Jay 
  

 
  
  
Chanukah is soon to be celebrated with it's 8 candles and a 
shames (helper).  Above are two examples of chanukiah in the 
form of a tree of life.  I decided to make a stages of life 
chanukiah tree.   I met Harold when he was already in the 
"mature adulthood" stage (ironically 8 in dog years) but there 
are enough Farins (and several Coffinos) who I watched grow 

Charles Farin 
*Benjamin Serepca 
Robert Eisner 
*Jack Newman 
*Albert Goldberg 
*Emil Goldstein 
Jack Newman 
Helen Eisen 
M. Charles Ross 
Lise Polishook 
John Patrician 
Ray Farin 
Philip Schleifer 
Leanore S. Klein 
*Stella Pervin 
Jerome Odenheimer 
Saul Hurwitz 
Samuel Tucker 
Sol Grossman 
Rachel Cherins 
 
  
 * Yahrzeit Plaque  
 
There are now Yahrzeit 
Boards which give us an 
additional 100 spaces.   
 
Each plaque costs $250.  A 
second or more, if ordered 
together, cost $225 each.  A 
reserved plaque is $75.  Call 
the office for an order form 
609-492-4090 or click on 
this link for the 
form: PLAQUES 
  
 

MINYANIM  

 

Harris Weisel, will be 
coordinating minyanim for 
those who are sitting shiva 
or observing a 



and grew with over the past 22 years.  Here's my chanukiah "Etz 
Farin"...  
 
 The first candle is birth.  This is the HOPE candle.  Newborns 
instill a sense of optimism, somone new and special.  
 
 The second, from toddlerhood to early childhood gives us the 
age of  VITALITY AND PLAYFULNESS.  There is such vibrancy 
and energy as babies investigate the world (put locks on the 
cabinets) growing and learning how to play where they recreate 
the world with their own innovations and inventions.   
 
 Number three is middle childhood...IMAGINATION. (my 
personal favorite along with late childhood.  The kids are toilet 
trained, use utensils, speak in sentences and have developed a 
sense of humor AND their hormones have not yet kicked in).   
 
 The next candle is late childhood where INGENUITY comes into 
play.  They now have social and technical (Minecraft) skills 
where they come up with great strategies and inventive 
solutions to problems (This is a nice way of saying they have 
learned to manipulate their environments to get their own 
way).   
 
 And now, we go to the 5th night...Adolescence. My hand 
shakes as I light this one since PASSION  is also ignited.  This 
candle likes to go out.  It has highly charged emotions and the 
wick fidgets and frets.  
 
 Once we get to day six and can breathe again we have come to 
the ENTERPRISING time of accepting more responsibilities and 
independence. (Just remember that little children don't let you 
sleep and big children don't let you rest...I think this is the 
hardest time and you need to constantly sing "Let it go".   
 
 Candle #7 is for midlife, a time of CONTEMPLATION, reflecting 
on who am I, and what am I doing...I am so tired of shlepping 
the kids and maybe I need a different job.  It is the age where 
you really appreciate your parents and how hard they worked 
and the effort they put into you.   
 
 And, here we are at the last candle.  Mature adulthood...a time 
of BENEVOLENCE.  Harold and I have reached this time...we 
can enjoy the fruits of our efforts (It's fun going to visit the kids 
and grands), we can volunteer and be more philanthropic.   

yahrzeit.  Please contact the 
office if you would be 
interested in being notified 
if a minyan is needed and 
will attend when 
possible.  609-492-4090 or 
click on this link for EMAIL 

 

MISHABERACH 

LIST 

 

Each year, we purge the 
Mishaberach list on 
January 1st.  Anyone who 
would like to add those who 
need our prayers to the new 
list, please call the office 
with the names. 609-492-
4090 

  

CONGREGATION 

NEWS 

 
  

CONDOLENCES 
to  
  

STACI IRWIN & FAMILY 
on the passing of her  

great aunt 
Sylvia Kaiser 

  

  
"May God remember 

forever our dear ones who 
have gone to their eternal 
rest. May they be at one 
with the One who is life 

eternal.  May the beauty of 
their lives shine for 



 
 We can enjoy all age groups in various communities (like the 
JCC of LBI) where we are active. (Of course, a little cruise in the 
midwinter isn't a bad thing.) 
 
 So, if each candle represents a decade, we have 80.  Then 
there's the High Candle, the brightest light who lights all the 
rest.  This is the age of WISDOM AND LIFE where those with 
long lives have a rich repository of experiences which can be 
shared and remind us of the value of living.  
  
Every candle has its own unique flame to give.  Each is an 
individual light but together a chanukiah can light up the world. 
Happy Chanukah (regardless of how you spell it). 
 
   
Hugs, 
 
Bonnie Farin 
  

 
  

THE WEEK THAT WAS... 

  

We had a nice attendance at the Community Lighting at SOMC 
last Thursday evening.  Rabbi Jay gave greetings from the 
Jewish community and our menorah along with the Christmas 
trees were lit with a feeling of joy and community.  Thank you to 
Cliff Farin for bringing the menorah to the hospital, to Sydney 
Gottesman for leading the children in Chanukah songs and to 
Lynn Berkowitz for organizing everything. 

 

evermore, and may our 
lives always bring honor to 

their memory."  
  

  

  

  
LORI SHERRY 

recovering from surgery 
  
   
   
  

SHARE YOUR NEWS 
  

CONTACT: 
rvalen1963@aol.com 

  

   
   

  

CARING COMMITTEE 

  
 This committee acts as a 

support system for 
congregation members 
facing illness and other 
personal situations that 

need to be 
addressed.  Please contact 
Chairperson, Joy Kern, if 

you are in need of 
assistance or if you know of 
a JCC member that needs 



 
 

A game of Pin the Candle on the Menorah 

 

Sunday, the Religious School had their Chanukah Party.  Thank 
you to Donna & Lindsay Demola, Erika Marcy for helping make 
the latkes and Jenna Powitz for assisting with the celebration, 

GRILLED CHEESE LATKES 

 

  
Ingredients 
2-3 large potatoes, peeled (2 cups grated) 
1 egg 
3 Tbsp plain bread crumbs 
1 tsp salt 
¼ tsp pepper 
3 Tbsp butter 
3 Tbsp light olive oil 

our help.  
609- 978-3669  

  
  
  

PLANT A TREE 

ON LBI 

   

    

We have started the first 
phase of the landscaping of 
the JCC with the planting of 
crepe myrtles on Boulevard 
side of property. 

 

If you would like to help 
underwrite the cost of these 
trees, a donation of $500 
per tree would be greatly 
appreciated.  We have 
planted 9 trees; 6 have been 
already been spoken for.  

 

There will be appropriate 
recognition of the gift at the 
base of the tree.  

 

KOL HAKAVOD 

CAMPAIGN 

 
Please consider being a 
part of this newly instituted 
campaign to supplement 
the clergy and facility needs 
of our congregation.   This 



5-10 slices cheddar cheese 
Directions:  
  
Line a large bowl with a kitchen towel and line a baking sheet 
with two layers of paper towels. Peel and grate the potatoes and 
place them in the towel then squeeze out all of the liquid from 
the potatoes. Discard the liquid then place the dried potatoes in 
the bowl. 
  
Stir in the egg, bread crumbs, salt and pepper until combined. 
In a heavy saucepan, heat 1 tablespoon of butter and 1 
tablespoon of olive oil over medium-low heat. To test if the 
oil/butter mixture is hot enough, drop a small piece of the 
potato mixture into the pan and if bubbles form around the 
edges, the oil is ready. 
  
Carefully place two ¼ cup-sized scoops of the potato mixture in 
the pan and cook for two minutes, until the latkes are browning 
on the bottom. Flip the latkes over carefully with a spatula and 
place 1-2 slices of cheddar cheese on one latke. Cook for one 
more minute then place the second latke on top of the cheese 
and press down. Cook for 30 seconds then flip over the grilled 
cheese latke sandwich, press down and cook for 30 more 
seconds. Place the hot grilled cheese latkes on the paper towels 
to drain then repeat this process to make 3-4 more sandwiches. 
Once the latkes have drained, it's time to eat! 
  
If you want to take these grilled cheese latkes to the next level, 
you can add avocado or spinach to the cheese while cooking or 
switch it up with your favorite cheese. 
 
Yield 4 -5 sandwiches 
Calories: oy vey 
 
Taken from the My Jewish Learning web site. 

REGISTER FOR OUR CHANUKAH 

PARTY ON LINE 

 

is a separate, voluntary 
commitment  and is 
additional to our low annual 
dues obligation.  PLEASE 
CLICK ON THIS LINK TO 
BRING UP THE DONATION 
FORM KOL HAKAVOD 

  

BRICK PAVERS 

       

The paver fund raising 
program is 
ongoing.  Pavers will be 
installed two times a year: 
spring and fall.  

 

To download the paver 
order form, click on this 
link:  PAVERS.   

   

 

NAME BADGES 

 

If you did not order a name 
tag, we will be putting in 
another order.  Please click 
on this link for the form to 
order your name 
tag:  BADGES 

 

SHOPRITE GIFT 

CARDS  

 
Shoprite gift cards are 
now available for pick up at 
the following three sites.   



  

  

Click on the following link to open registration form: 
ANNUAL CHANUKAH PARTY 

  
Sunday December 21, 2014 from 4:00 PM to 7:00 PM  

  
Please join us for our annual Chanukah Party. 

Dinner, Latkes, Dessert 
$15.00 per person   

Bring your menorah so we can light them together. 
Each person is asked to bring a $5 grab bag gift. 

  
  
  

UPCOMING JCC ACTIVITIES 

  

RELIGIOUS SCHOOL VISIT TO THE HOSPITAL 

 

Tuesday, December 16th, Susan Sheehan will lead a group of 
Religious School students on a visit with patients at Southern 
Ocean Medical Center.  They will be telling the Chanukah story 
and handing out Chanukah goody bags. 

 

 

MAH JONGG 
  
Wednesdays 12:30 - 4:00 PM 

Use them to buy your 
groceries and the JCC of 
LBI will receive a portion 
the purchase.  

 
 

Spray Beach 

JCC Office 

Pick up during office hours  

609-492-4090 

  

Barnegat  

Call Jeri Riffle  

609-290-9135 

  

Harvey Cedars  

Call Rona Stein  

609-494-7399 

 

GIFT SHOP 

 

Come visit the JCC gift 
shop or go to GIFT SHOP 
and then call Jackie 
Avondoglio at 609-494-9110 
and place you order. 

JCC CAPS & 

POLO SHIRTS 

FOR SALE 



   
   

 CHRISTMAS DAY MITZVAH  
 
  
Each Christmas volunteers from the JCC visit 
patients at Southern Ocean Medical Center to 
wish them a Merry Christmas with a poinsettia 
plant.  We meet in the hospital lobby at 10:30 AM and it should 
take about an hour to complete. If you would like to participate 
in this mitzvah please contact Vivian Fitts at 609-492-9412.  
 
  

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES 

  

 

SPECIAL OFFER from the Lighthouse International 
Film Festival  (LIFF) 

 

The LIFF, to be held June 4-7, 2015  is offering " All Access 
Passes" to the 2015 Festival at a significant discount!  These 
passes are regularly $125 for access to the entire festival, as a 
special promotion for our supporters an "All Access Pass" can 
be yours for only $55! A savings of $70. An "All Access Pass" is 
the perfect gift. An "ALL ACCESS PASS" admits you to all 
parties, all films, "Breakfast with the Filmmakers" and gives you 
priortiy seating. Please feel free to offer this to your friends, 
family and clients.  

 

This is a limited time offer. Offer ends Dec. 20, 2014. Discount 
code - HOLIDAYS 

 

Click on this link for the order form:   

 

Our JCC 
caps are 
here in 
both 
Carolina 
blue and 
navy.  You 

can pick them up at the 
office during office hours or 
at any of our upcoming 
events. They are $15 each 
and we think they will be 
big sellers.  So get yours 
while the supply lasts and 
wear them proudly!  THE 
SUPPLY IS RUNNING LOW - 
ONLY A FEW NAVY ARE 
LEFT. 

 

 

 We have had a lot of 
interest in the JCC collared 
polo shirts. They are a royal 
blue with the JCC of LBI 

logo and "The Place to Be" 
embroidered on the left 

front.  We are waiting until 
the Spring to take orders 
and payment and hope to 
have sample sizes in the 

office. The shirts are $25.00 
each. 

  

CELEBRATE A 

MILESTONE AT 



LIFF 

  

JCC OF LBI TREE OF LIFE 

 

  
 

  
We are so excited by the response to our beautiful new Tree of 
Life.  You can commemorate a special occasion, honor or 
remember a loved one with a leaf on our new tree.  
  
 There are three donation opportunities:  
  
Gold leaf (10 times chai) $180 
Silver leaf (7 times chai) $126  
Bronze leaf (5 times chai) $90 
  
  
Click on this link to see the Tree of Life Form: TREE 
Please drop this form off at the Office or mail to JCC of LBI, 
2411 Long Beach Blvd. Spray Beach NJ 08008 along with your 
check. 
  
 

TD INFINITY PROGRAM 

 

Easy money! Do you have an account with TD 
Bank? You can contribute to the JCC without it 
costing you a cent. TD Bank will pay us on the 
number of accounts in our TD Affinity Club. 
There is no minimum number of members. We 

automatically receive $10 for every checking account and .01% 

THE JCC OF LBI 

 
 

  
Celebrate a special 
occasion at the JCC of 
LBI.  A wedding, baby 
naming, renewal of vows 
can have special 
meaning  our beautiful 
sanctuary which seats 124 
people (can be opened to 
more seating). 
  
Your reception, special 
birthday or anniversary 
party can be 
accommodated in the large 
social hall which has a 
capacity for table seating 
for 200 and can be set up 
auditorium style for 280 
persons.  In addition there 
is a kosher restaurant-sized 
kitchen, two classrooms 
and a library. 
  
Please click on this link to 
view/download the 
following forms and 
information: JCC RENTAL 

• Rental Application  
• Rental Payment 

Schedule  
• Rental Contract  
• JCC Rules & 

Regulations  



of the balance on Savings Accounts. In addition we receive $50 
for any new accounts.  This is strictly confidential and the JCC 
does not know the amount in any of the accounts.  

 

We just received a check for $520.00 from TD Bank. So think 
about joining this program and helping the JCC to reap the 
benefits. 

 

   

JCC INFORMATION  

  

  

  

THE OFFICE IS LOCATED AT  

2411 Long Beach Boulevard (24th Street) 

Spray Beach, NJ 08008 

ENTER THE BUILDING DURING OFFICE HOURS 

THROUGH THE FRONT DOOR. 

 

Mailing Address: 

2411 Long Beach Blvd. 

Spray Beach, NJ 08008 

 

Telephone: 609-492-4090  

FAX: 609-492-7550  

email: jccoflbi@gmail.com 

 

web site: www.jccoflbi.org   

   

OFFICE HOURS:     

• List of Facility Fees  
• List of Honoraria for 

Rabbi of the JCC of 
LBI 

For further information, 
please contact: Director of 
Events Chairperson Sherry 
Fruchterman:  908-377-7314 
  

DOCUMENTS 

AND LINKS 

   
JUST CLICK AND YOU'RE 
THERE!!! 
  
NOV - JAN BULLETIN: 
BULLETIN 
  
WEB SITE: 
JCC WEB SITE 
  
 PAVERS 
PAVERS 
  
TREE OF LIFE 
TREE  
  
SISTERHOOD GIFT SHOP 
CATALOG 
 GIFT 
  
JEWISH JOURNAL:  
JOURNAL  
  
YAHRZEIT PLAQUE FORM: 
PLAQUE  
  
KOL HAKAVOD DONATION 
FORM 
KOL HAKAVOD  
  
  
  
  



   

MONDAY 9:00 AM - 1:30 PM 

WEDNESDAY 9:00 AM - 1:30 PM 

THURSDAY 9:00 AM - 1:30 PM 

FRIDAY - 9:00 AM - 1:30 PM 

 

Office Staff: 

M/W/T: Leslie Dinkfelt 

F: Jeri Riffle 

Data Entry: Marcie Deutsch 

 

 

Leslie, Marcie & Jeri 

  

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

   

Rabbi Michael S. Jay 

mjayrab@gmail.com 

 

Don Pripstein, JCC President 

djprip@gmail.com 

 

Jeri Riffle, JCC VP 

jriff5@aol.com 

 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



 

 VIEW THE NOV-JAN BULLETIN 

with this link 

BULLETIN 

 

  
E-mail Editor: Rose Valentine rvalen  

1963@aol.com 
 
 
 
 
 

"Like" Us on Facebook: Search for Jewish Community Center 
of Long Beach Island and make sure the JCC of LBI: The 

Place to Be icon shown above shows up 
or click on this link  FACEBOOK 

or cut and paste: 
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Jewish-Community-Center-

of-Long-Beach-Island/345647489300?ref=br_tf 
 

 

 

  

   

 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 

  

 


